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Introduction:  Analysis of returned samples is a 

powerful tool for unraveling the evolution of planetary 
bodies.  Laboratory analysis of returned samples leads 
to direct science advances, often quite revolutionary 
[e.g., 1].  However, analysis of  returned samples also 
supports remote sensing investigations, as many com-
positional remote sensing techniques rely in large part 
on sample ground truth [e.g., 2].  The Lunar Rock and 
Mineral Characterization Consortium (LRMCC) [3] 
has conducted integrated mineral-
ogy/petrography/spectroscopy analyses of a suite lunar 
basalt samples, following the work of the Lunar Soil 
Characterization Consortium (LSCC) [4, 5], which 
conducted similar analyses of a suite of lunar soil sam-
ples.  The LRMCC results support science investiga-
tions enabled by sample return, and also provide criti-
cal ground truth data for remote sensing investigations. 

Overview of Samples and Approach:  The 
LRMCC analyzed four mare basalt samples (15058, 
15555, 70017, 70035).  The Apollo 15 samples are 
low-Ti basalts, and the Apollo 17 samples are high-Ti 
basalts.  Samples were provided as slabs and paired 
thin sections.  Slabs were used to prepare mineral sepa-
rates by hand picking, and the thin sections for analy-
ses of modal mineralogy and petrography by electron 
microprobe analysis (EMP).  Mineral separate compo-
sition was evaluated by EMP analysis of grain mounts.  
Mineral separates and particulate bulk sample splits 
were used for controlled reflectance spectroscopy 
measurements in the RELAB at Brown University. 

Results:  The LRMCC results are discussed by [3].  
They include analyses of modal mineralogy and min-
eral composition in thin section and mineral separates, 
as well as reflectance spectra of mineral separates and 
bulk samples measured at distinct particle sizes. 

Science Applications:  The results of the LRMCC 
project have applications to a wide range of sample-
based science investigations and as ground truth for 
remote sensing.  For example, the LRMCC results rep-
resent a robust test for spectral unmixing models, 
which are one of the primary means for evaluating 
modal mineralogy from remote sensing data [e.g., 6-
10].  The LRMCC reflectance data also represent im-
portant ground truth data, as they allow remote meas-
urements to rely on real samples rather than analogues, 
in which subtle characteristics of real samples vs. ana-
logues can have substantial implications for the utility 
of the resulting ground truth data. The LRMCC results 
also suggest avenues for fundamental sample-based 

research, such as the effect of fine-grained opaques on 
the spectral reflectance of mare basalts [3, 11]. 

Analysis of returned samples is critical to realizing 
NASA’s goals for solar system exploration.  The 
LRMCC results are an excellent example of how re-
turned samples contribute to the advancement of re-
search techniques, enable fundamental research into 
the nature of planetary samples and thus of planetary 
bodies, and contribute to other diverse and important 
science and exploration activities. 
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Figure 1: Subset of bulk mare basalt and associated min-
eral separate reflectance spectra of collected by the 
LRMCC.  These spectra illustrate the prominent effect of 
ilmenite on reflectance spectra of mare basalts.  These data 
are an example of both the ground truth for remote sensing 
applications of returned samples as well as the fundamental 
research enabled by the return of planetary samples. 
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